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Abstract: The Weak Gravity Conjecture postulates the existence of superextremal charged

particles, i.e. those with mass smaller than or equal to their charge in Planck units. We

present further evidence for our recent observation that in known examples a much stronger

statement is true: an infinite tower of superextremal particles of different charges exists.

We show that effective Kaluza-Klein field theories and perturbative string vacua respect the

Sublattice Weak Gravity Conjecture, namely that a finite index sublattice of the full charge

lattice exists with a superextremal particle at each site. In perturbative string theory we

show that this follows from modular invariance. However, we present counterexamples to

the stronger possibility that a superextremal particle exists at every lattice site, including an

example in which the lightest charged particle is subextremal. The Sublattice Weak Gravity

Conjecture has many implications both for abstract theories of quantum gravity and for real-

world physics. For instance, it implies that if a gauge group with very small coupling e exists,

then the fundamental gravitational cutoff energy of the theory is no higher than ∼ e1/3MPl.
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1 Introduction

Although the landscape of low-energy effective field theories that can be consistently coupled

to gravity is vast, it is likely only a small fraction of the set of all possible effective theories.

Theories that cannot be consistently completed into gravitational theories are said to reside in

the “Swampland” [1, 2]. Precisely delineating the boundaries of the Swampland is necessary

for deriving precise predictions from string theory and bringing quantum gravity into contact

with experiment.
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To date, one of the sharpest and most useful criteria for distinguishing theories in the

Swampland from those in the landscape is the Weak Gravity Conjecture [3]:

The Weak Gravity Conjecture (WGC): In any U(1) gauge theory coupled to gravity,

there must exist a superextremal particle.

Here and throughout this paper, we use the term “superextremal” to describe a particle p

whose charge-to-mass ratio |~qp|/mp is greater than or equal to that of a large, non-rotating,

extremal black hole of proportional charge:

|~qp|
mp
≥ |

~Q|
M

∣∣∣
ext
, ~qp ∝ ~Q ⇔ p is superextremal. (1.1)

A particle whose charge-to-mass ratio does not obey this bound is said to be subextremal.

The WGC also has a magnetic dual, which states that the magnetic charge-to-mass ratio of

a magnetic monopole should be greater than or equal to that of an extremal, magnetically

charged black hole. Identifying the classical monopole radius as a cutoff Λ on the validity of

local effective field theory, this implies a bound Λ . eMPl.
1

Why should the WGC be true? The conjecture was originally motivated by the desire to

avoid stable black holes: in a U(1) gauge theory that obeys the WGC, charged black holes can

typically decay (perhaps at threshold) by emitting a superextremal particle.2 In a theory that

violates the WGC, there will be an infinite tower of stable, extremal black holes. This tower

of states does not violate any known entropy bounds, and it is unclear that stable black hole

states present any fundamental problem. Several works have sought to motivate the WGC

from different perspectives [3, 5–10], but none have successfully established the bound (1.1) in

general. Thus, a convincing bottom-up argument for the WGC remains elusive. Nonetheless,

the WGC has been shown to hold in a large class of examples in string theory [3], and to date

there are no known counterexamples. Examples and internal consistency checks arising from

string theory and Kaluza-Klein theory have proven especially useful for clarifying and ruling

out possible variants of the WGC [11], and they will play a vital role in this paper as well.

From a phenomenological perspective, the WGC is especially interesting due to its abil-

ity to constrain models of large-field axion inflation [7, 12–30]. These no-go results, however,

have loopholes that permit models of large-field axion inflation consistent with the WGC. The

loopholes could be closed if additional, stronger variants of the conjecture hold, making the

identification of any correct “strong forms” of the WGC a crucial task from the perspective

of inflationary model building. Two candidate strong forms of the WGC were written down

1To be precise, this is the scale at which additional charged particles must appear, such as KK modes or

string modes. Incorporating these modes appropriately, the effective field theory description can be extended

as high as the scale e1/3MPl, as discussed in §5.1.
2The WGC is often defined to be the statement that black holes should be able to decay. However, stable

black holes can exist even in a theory with a superextremal particle [4]. We will see an example of a tree-level

spectrum that satisfies the WGC yet contains an infinite tower of stable black holes in section 3.2.
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in the original work of [3]. The first states that the particle of smallest charge should be su-

perextremal. The second strong form holds that the lightest charged particle in the spectrum

should be superextremal. Below, we will see that these two candidate strong forms are both

false.

Our discussion thus far has focused on theories with a single U(1) gauge field. In practice,

however, one expects many U(1)s in a low-energy effective theory arising from a UV-complete

theory of quantum gravity. The mildest form of the WGC generalizes straightforwardly:

in any rational direction in charge space, there should exist some (possibly multiparticle)

superextremal state. Here, the “mass” of a multiparticle state is simply the sum of the masses

of the individual particles comprising it and is equivalent to the ADM energy carried by the

state provided spacetime is asymptotically flat, so any interactions between the particles die

off at infinity. A “rational direction” in charge space is any ray in charge space that contains

a point on the lattice. This statement has a nice geometric interpretation known as the

“Convex Hull Condition” [31]. Moreover, it generalizes easily to non-Abelian gauge groups in

terms of their Cartan subgroup;3 the connection to the Abelian case is evident upon reducing

the non-Abelian theory on a circle with generic Wilson lines along it.

The strong forms of the conjecture, however, are more difficult to generalize to theories

with multiple U(1)s [11]. One conjectured strong form for theories with multiple U(1)s is that

the lightest (possibly multiparticle) state in any rational direction in charge space should be

superextremal [16]. An even stronger form is the “Lattice Weak Gravity Conjecture” [11]:

The Lattice Weak Gravity Conjecture (LWGC): In any gauge theory coupled to grav-

ity, any spot on the charge lattice ~q consistent with Dirac quantization should contain a

(possibly unstable) superextremal particle.

This strong form implies the previous one, but it has the advantage of behaving nicely under

Kaluza-Klein reduction on a circle [11]. In this paper, however, we will see that even the

LWGC is incompatible with Kaluza-Klein reduction on more complicated manifolds: Kaluza-

Klein modes do not always saturate the black hole extremality bound in their direction in

charge space, leaving some spots on the charge lattice devoid of a superextremal particle. In

the examples we have studied, however, the extremality bound is still saturated by all of the

KK modes in a sublattice of the full charge lattice; for instance, we show that this is true for

KK reductions of pure gravity with no cosmological constant. This motivates the “Sublattice

Weak Gravity Conjecture” (sLWGC), which holds that a superextremal particle should exist

at every spot in a finite index sublattice of the full charge lattice. Strong evidence for the

sLWGC comes from perturbative string theory, where the conjecture is related to modular

invariance. The conjecture can also be verified explicitly in a large class of theories produced

via compactification of the type II and heterotic string on toroidal orbifolds. In some of these

3Although the WGC is trivially satisfied by the gauge bosons for an unbroken non-Abelian gauge group,

this is no longer true when we discuss lattice strong forms of the WGC below.
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theories, the lightest charged state in the spectrum is actually subextremal and the theory

violates each of the aforementioned strong forms, though it satisfies the sLWGC. The case of

Type IIB string theory on AdS5× S5 gives another example in which the sLWGC is satisfied.

The sLWGC has a number of interesting consequences for effective field theories. Like

the magnetic form of the WGC, the sLWGC implies a cutoff on effective field theory due to

the presence of an infinite tower of massive particles. Applied to stable particles, the sLWGC

implies that a finite index sublattice of the charge lattice must contain superextremal multi-

particle states.4 The sLWGC also constrains models of axion inflation, though we postpone

a detailed discussion to a later work [32].

Before proceeding to a detailed analysis of examples, let us clarify our approach in this

paper. The WGC can be studied from several perspectives. A bottom-up argument, show-

ing that some form of the WGC is necessary for the consistency of any gravitational theory,

would be ideal. In the absence of such arguments, we believe that progress can be driven from

other considerations. Internal consistency checks provide one important tool for honing our

conjecture; this was our primary approach in [11], where we argued that consistency of the

WGC under compactifications calls for the existence of towers of charged states. Top-down

“data” from string theory can also provide guidance, by showing us how concrete, consis-

tent quantum gravity theories behave. That is the approach that we will mostly take in the

current paper. Although such an approach can never lead to a proof of a general statement

about quantum gravity, it can falsify such statements—indeed, we will falsify several different

strong forms of the WGC as we proceed. It can also offer circumstantial evidence in favor of

a conjecture. Although the original LWGC is falsified by our investigations, the sLWGC is

not, and remains consistent with our previous arguments from internal consistency that the

WGC should call for a tower of particles. We believe that all three approaches—bottom-up,

top-down, and internal consistency arguments—play an important role in making progress.

Note added: we have learned that the modular invariance argument we present in §3.1

has been independently derived by Montero, Shiu, and Soler and applied to the Weak Gravity

Conjecture in AdS3 [33]. This application provides an intriguing additional piece of evidence

for the broad validity of a lattice form of the WGC.

2 Lattice Weak Gravity and Kaluza-Klein Reduction

Kaluza-Klein theory provides a natural realization of a gauge theory coupled to gravity. The

Lattice Weak Gravity Conjecture (LWGC) of [11] was motivated in part by the behavior of

toroidal Kaluza-Klein compactifications, which we now review to establish notation.

4However, this statement is only a little stronger than the Convex Hull Condition. In particular, if the

Convex Hull Condition is satisfied by a finite number of charged particles, then this “stable particle sLWGC”

follows.
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2.1 Toroidal compactification

Consider a D-dimensional pure gravity theory compactified on an k-torus T k, parameterized

by the angles θi ∼= θi + 2π, i = 1, . . . , k. We take the general metric ansatz

ds2
D = |ϕ|−

1
d−2 gµνdx

µdxν +R2ϕij(dθ
i +Aiµdx

µ)(dθj +Ajνdx
ν) , (2.1)

where gµν denotes the d = D − k dimensional metric, ϕij the k(k + 1)/2 metric moduli with

|ϕ| ≡ detϕij , A
i
µ the k graviphotons, and R2 the overall scale of the compactification. We

expand the fields gµν , ϕij , and Aiµ in plane waves on T k

ϕij(x, θ) =
∑
~n∈Zk

ϕ
(n1,...,nn)
ij (x) ei

∑
i θ
ini , (2.2)

and likewise for gµν and Aiµ. The dimensionally reduced action for the zero modes ϕ̂ ≡ ϕ(~0)

takes the form:

S =
1

2κ2
d

∫
ddx
√
−ĝ
(
R[ĝ]− 1

4

[
ϕ̂ikϕ̂jl +

1

d− 2
ϕ̂ijϕ̂kl

]
∇ϕ̂ij · ∇ϕ̂kl −

R2

2
|ϕ̂|

1
d−2 ϕ̂ijF̂

i · F̂ j
)
,

(2.3)

where ϕ̂ij ≡ (ϕ̂−1)ij and ωp · χp ≡ 1
p! ωµ1...µpχ

µ1...µp . The U(1)k gauge symmetry corresponds

to translations on T k, hence the zero modes are neutral whereas the remaining KK modes

carry mass and charge determined by their mode numbers:5

m2 = ϕ̂ijninj/R
2 , Qi = ni . (2.4)

Decomposing ϕ̂ij = δabe
a
i e
b
j using the vielbein eai , we find that the metric moduli space

is GL+(k,R)
SO(k)×SL(k,Z) where GL+(k,R) denotes the connected component det eai > 0 and the two

denominator factors act on the left and right, respectively. Note that GL+(k,R) is promoted

to a symmetry in the classical effective action for the zero modes, despite acting non-trivially

on the massive charged spectrum. This simplifies the problem of constructing black hole

solutions, as we can set ϕ̂ij → δij asymptotically and take Q2 = . . . = Qk = 0 without loss of

generality. The scalar equation of motion simplifies to

∇ · (ϕ̂ik∇ϕ̂jk) = R2 |ϕ̂|
1
d−2 ϕ̂jkF

i · F k , (2.5)

hence we can consistently truncate ϕ̂ij = diag(e−λ, 1, . . . , 1) and Fj = (F, 0, . . . , 0). The

problem now reduces to that of finding black hole solutions in pure gravity reduced on a

circle. Following e.g. [11] and generalizing the result using GL+(k,R) invariance, we obtain

the extremality bound:

M2 ≥ ϕ̂ijQiQj
R2

. (2.6)

5To simplify this formula, we assume without loss of generality that det ϕ̂ij = 1 in the background of

interest, absorbing the overall volume of T k into the definition of R. In general, the correct formula is

m2 = |ϕ̂|−
1

d−2 ϕ̂ijninj/R
2.
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We conclude that the KK modes (2.4) are exactly extremal. Since there is (at least) one KK

mode for every possible charge, the LWGC is satisfied.

Despite this simple structure, which remarkably persists in a number of simple string

theory examples such as the ten dimensional heterotic string, its toroidal compactifications,

and certain simple orbifolds thereof, we now show that the LWGC does not hold in general

KK compactifications (nor in all string compactifications). To do so, we generalize to non-

toroidal compactifications. In a pure gravity theory, we can compactify on any smooth Ricci-

flat manifold.6 Even if the compact manifold is completely flat, it is in general a toroidal

orbifold rather than simply a torus. The resulting Kaluza-Klein theory is somewhat richer

than the toroidal case. To illustrate this we now consider a simple T 3/(Z2 × Z′2) orbifold

example, later generalizing to arbitrary Ricci flat manifolds.

2.2 A simple orbifold

Consider a compactification on the smooth manifold obtained by quotienting T 3, parameter-

ized by three angles θw,y,z as above, by the freely acting Z2 × Z′2 group7

Z2 : θw 7→ θw + π, θy 7→ θy + π,

Z′2 : θw 7→ −θw, θz 7→ θz + π.
(2.7)

Note that the Z′2 acts as a “roto-translation”: a rotation combined with a translation in a

different direction. Unlike pure rotations, roto-translations can be freely acting, as required

for a smooth orbifold geometry.

The original toroidal compactification contains 3 gauge fields associated with Kaluza-

Klein momentum in the three directions; we will denote them Wµ, Yµ, and Zµ. The action of

Z′2 projects the first of these fields out of the spectrum, so the orbifold compactification has

a U(1)Y ×U(1)Z Kaluza-Klein gauge symmetry. Some Kaluza-Klein modes of Wµ remain in

the spectrum and play an important role, as we will see below.

The mode decomposition of a field φ on the T 3 is given by

φ(xµ, θw, θy, θz) =
∑

φnw,ny ,nz(x
µ) einwθw+inyθy+inzθz . (2.8)

The group action imposes the identifications

Z2 : φnw,ny ,nz(x) = (−1)nw+ny φnw,ny ,nz(x),

Z′2 : φnw,ny ,nz(x) = (−1)nz σ(φ)φ−nw,ny ,nz(x).
(2.9)

Here σ(φ) denotes an additional sign that may arise depending on the nature of the field φ.

In particular, for the graviton, the metric moduli ϕww, ϕyy, ϕyz and ϕzz, and the gauge fields

Yµ and Zµ, this factor is simply 1. However, we have σ(Wµ) = −1, because Wµ arises from

6We assume a vanishing cosmological constant.
7Note that T 3/Z2 = (T 3)′ is another torus, hence this orbifold can be written more concisely as (T 3)′/Z′2.

However, the representation T 3/(Z2 × Z′2) is more convenient, as it makes manifest the massless and massive

KK photons.
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the gµw modes of the metric which acquire an extra sign under the action of Z′2. The metric

moduli ϕwy and ϕwz have σ = −1 for the same reason.

Now we ask: for which sites of the charge lattice do we find a superextremal mode? The

charge lattice is defined by integer values of (ny, nz). Depending on whether the charges are

even or odd, we have three cases:

• Both charges even. In this case, modes of the graviton with nw = 0 will saturate the

extremality bound. 3

• Odd nz, even ny. If nz is odd and nw = 0, a mode will be projected out by Z′2 unless

we have σ(φ) = −1. Hence, for these sites in the charge lattice, graviton KK modes

are subextremal but KK modes of the (broken) gauge field Wµ saturate the extremality

bound (as do those of the massive moduli ϕwy and ϕwz). 3

• Odd ny. For all fields, the first Z2 ensures that unprojected modes with odd values

of ny must also have an odd value of nw. In this case the mode gets an additional

contribution (nw/Rw)2 to its mass squared. No superextremal modes exist at these

points of the charge lattice. 7

We see that the sites in the charge lattice for which superextremal particles exist are those

with ny even and nz arbitrary. This is a proper sublattice of the full charge lattice, so the

Lattice Weak Gravity Conjecture fails, but a related statement is true. This leads naturally

to a revised Lattice Weak Gravity Conjecture:8

The Sublattice Weak Gravity Conjecture (sLWGC): For a theory with charge lattice

Γ, there exists a sublattice Γext ⊆ Γ of finite coarseness such that for each ~q ∈ Γext, there is

a (possibly unstable) superextremal particle of charge ~q.

Here we define the “coarseness” of the sublattice Γext ⊆ Γ9 to be the smallest integer

N such that N~q ∈ Γext for any ~q ∈ Γ. In particular, this implies that the sublattice of

superextremal particles has the same dimension as the full charge lattice. It also implies

that Γext has a finite index with respect to Γ, hence the quotient Γ/Γext is a finite group.

Note that the index of the sublattice is the order of Γ/Γext, while the coarseness is the least

common multiple of the element orders within Γ/Γext (equal to the largest element order

because Γ/Γext is Abelian). The two are not equal unless Γ/Γext is cyclic, and in general

coarseness ≤ index ≤ coarsenessk for a k-dimensional lattice. The finite group Γ/Γext might

8The case D = 4 is special because the gauge coupling runs logarithmically in the infrared in the presence of

light charged particles. When there are massless charged particles, as at a conifold transition in moduli space

of type II string theory on an empty Calabi-Yau threefold, the gauge coupling flows to zero in the infrared,

yet there is still a (logarithmically renormalized) long range force. In these cases, it may be necessary to

revisit what is meant by a “superextremal” charged particle. We defer further consideration of this to future

work [34]; for D > 4 the logarithmic running is absent and this issue does not arise.
9Here “ext” is a shorthand for (super)extremal.
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play an interesting role in black hole physics and in defining the correct form of the Weak

Gravity Conjecture, but we leave further speculation on this point for the future.

After arguing that the sLWGC is a generic feature of KK compactification, we will present

top-down evidence for the sLWGC, as well as highlighting UV-complete examples which

violate all of the strong forms of the WGC discussed in section 1 but which satisfy the

sLWGC.

2.3 Arbitrary Ricci flat manifolds

We now show that the main features of the above example generalize to arbitrary compacti-

fications on Ricci flat manifolds.

We begin by considering a generic smooth toroidal orbifold T k/G0, from which the gen-

eralization to arbitrary Ricci flat manifolds is remarkably simple. Here G0 is a freely acting

finite group of translations and rotations on T k. The purely translational subgroup of G0

is normal, and we can take it to be trivial without loss of generality by reducing the size of

the T k fundamental domain. Since the action is free, the non-trivial elements of G0 are all

roto-translations.

Consider the projection map

Π : V 7→ 1

|G0|
∑
g∈G0

gV (2.10)

on the tangent space. The image and kernel of Π (the latter equal to the image of 1 − Π)

define complementary subspaces of the space of T k Killing vector ∂θi . The former is the

dimension p ≤ k space of G0-invariant Killing vectors whereas the later is the dimension

k − p “null” space of Killing vectors with no G0 invariant component. Because G0 acts on

the tangent space as a subgroup of GL(k,Z), each of these spaces admits a basis consisting

of rational linear combinations of the T k Killing vectors ∂θi .
10 Therefore, the orbits of the

Killing vectors close and the invariant and null subspaces generate subtori T p ⊂ T k and

T k−p ⊂ T k, respectively. We have

T k =
T p × T k−p

H
(2.11)

for some discrete translation group H. By construction, the elements of G0 act by simul-

taneous translations on T p and rotations or roto-translations on T k−p. In particular, T k−p

tangent vectors cannot acquire a component along T p under the action of G0, since the latter

would not be null.

Quotienting T k−p by the roto-translations which act trivially on T p and combining the

remaining elements of G0 with H, we obtain the representation:

T k

G0
=
T p × M̂k−p

G
, (2.12)

10To form such a basis for the image of Π, apply Π to the basis ∂θi and eliminate linearly dependent vectors

one by one until none remain. To form such a basis for the kernel of Π, repeat the above, replacing Π→ 1−Π.
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where M̂k−p is a smooth toroidal orbifold and G acts by simultaneous translations on T p

combined with discrete isometries of M̂k−p, such that non-trivial elements of G act non-

trivially on each factor and there are no G-invariant Killing vectors of M̂k−p. As a consequence

of the latter, flat G-invariant metrics on this space contain no cross terms between T p and

M̂k−p, and the factorization (2.12) is geometric as well as topological.

We now argue that the sLWGC holds in the d-dimensional Kaluza-Klein theory arising

from D = d+ k dimensional pure gravity compactified on T k/G0. The gauge group is U(1)p,

arising from the G invariant Killing vectors generating T p, where the gauge charge is given

by the mode numbers ~Q = (n1, . . . , np) as usual. The G action on the KK modes is11

g : φ~n,ν 7→ e2πi~g·~nσ(φ)
ν (g)φ~n,ν , (2.13)

where ν labels the mode expansion on M̂k−p, the map g 7→ ~g is an injective homomorphism

from G to T p ∼= Rp/Zp and σ
(φ)
ν : G→ U(1) is a mode and field-dependent phase factor.

The group G defines a lattice ΓG ⊇ Zp via T p/G ∼= Rp/ΓG, where each element of g ∈ G
corresponds to a coset Zp + ~g within ΓG. The dual lattice Γ∗G is contained in the charge

lattice, Γ ≡ Zp, and each site in Γ∗G is populated with extremal particles, as follows: consider

any one of the massless fields φ which survives the G projection, i.e. with σ
(φ)
0 = 1. (There

are always fields in this category, since the graviton is massless.) The G-invariant KK modes

of φ include those with ν = 0 and ~n ∈ Γ∗G, which have charge ~Q = ~n and mass

m2 = ϕ̂ijQiQj/R
2 . (2.14)

In general, the KK modes satisfy

m2 ≥ ϕ̂ijQiQj/R2 , (2.15)

where the equality is saturated for a given charge if and only if there is a G-invariant mode

with ν = 0. Since σ
(φ)
ν (h) = 1 for all h ∈ H, such modes are confined to the sublattice

Γ∗H ⊆ Γ, which is proper if H is non-trivial.

To show that the sLWGC holds, it remains to be shown that (2.15) is the black hole

extremality bound. The low energy effective action is (2.3) with the fields ϕiα, Aα, and some

of the M̂k−p metric moduli ϕαβ removed,12 where i = 1, . . . , p and α = p+1, . . . , k. For black

holes with Qα = 0, these fields were already truncated in the relevant black hole background,

and the extremality bound (2.6) is unchanged and matches (2.15).

Thus, the sLWGC is satisfied with the extremal sublattice Γ∗G ⊆ Γ. In general, some

extremal particles survive the projection within Γ − Γ∗G when σ
(φ)
0 6= 1, but all modes in

Γ− Γ∗H are subextremal, hence the LWGC is violated when H is non-trivial.

11The KK modes can be organized into eigenstates of G. In such a basis, we do not need to consider mixing

between different modes ν 6= ν′ under the action of G.
12The orbifold also affects the normalization of κ2

d v. κ2
D due to the reduced volume of the orbifold, but this

is an overall factor which does not affect the extremality bound.
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The argument for arbitrary Ricci flat manifolds is essentially the same, except that M̂k−p
is generically no longer flat but only Ricci flat. In particular, by theorem 4.1 of [35], an

arbitrary compact Ricci-flat manifold Mk can be written as the finite quotient

Mk =
T p × M̂k−p

G
, (2.16)

where G is a finite freely acting group which combines a translational subgroup of T p with

a discrete isometry group of M̂k−p, such that each nontrivial element of G acts non-trivially

on both factors and M̂k−p has no G-invariant Killing vectors. The latter implies that the

Ricci-flat metric factorizes, as before.

By an identical argument to before, the finite coarseness sublattice Γ∗G ⊆ Γ is populated

with particles saturating (2.15). To establish that this matches the extremality bound, we

first note that ν = 0 KK modes for compactification on T p × M̂k−p are extremal, as only the

pure gravity sector from compactification on M̂k−p contributes to U(1)p charged black holes

upon toroidal compactification. Taking the G quotient removes some of the massless fields,

but none of the fields from this sector, hence the black hole solutions are unchanged, and the

extremality bound is (2.15).

2.4 Gauge theories and Wilson lines

So far we have discussed pure gravity theories compactified on Ricci flat manifolds and shown

that their KK spectrum satisfies the sLWGC but not the LWGC or other previously con-

jectured strong forms of the WGC. The original motivation for a lattice conjecture in [11]

was that gauge theories which satisfy the WGC can violate it upon toroidal compactification.

By contrast, the LWGC, sLWGC, and similar lattice conjectures are robust under toroidal

compactification.

In this section, we revisit this question in light of the LWGC counterexamples discussed

above. We will argue that, while the LWGC is not preserved by KK reduction on general

Ricci flat manifolds, the sLWGC is.

We begin by reviewing the toroidal case. A general two-derivative action for Abelian

gauge fields coupled to moduli and gravity is

S =
1

2κ2
d

∫
ddx
√
−g
[
R− 1

2
hij(φ)∇φi · ∇φj

]
− 1

2e2

∫
ddx
√
−g fab(φ)F a · F b , (2.17)

where hij is the metric on moduli space and fab is the gauge kinetic matrix, both positive

definite and in general φ-dependent. Unfortunately, to our knowledge it is not possible to

derive the black hole extremality bound in closed form for arbitrary functions hij(φ) and

fab(φ).

Instead of attempting to solve the general problem, we focus on a few simple situations

where the answer is known and consider the effects of compactification in these cases. The

simplest of these is the Reissner-Nordström case, where the moduli are absent. Another

simple case is that of a dilaton φ with a universal coupling fab(φ) = e−αφf̂ab to the gauge
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fields which are sourced by the black hole,13 where the α→ 0 decoupling limit reproduces the

Reissner-Nordström case. This “Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton” class of theories—which appears

in many simple string theory examples—was considered in [11], where it was shown that the

extremality bound is unchanged after KK reduction on a circle. Here the coupling of the

radion to the gauge field plays an essential role; if the radion acquires a mass, the extremality

bound becomes stronger.

Although the KK reduced theory has two moduli, the dilaton and the radion, only one

couples to the gauge field, and the other vanishes in the black hole background. Thus, the

resulting theory is still in the Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton class, and we can consider further

circle compactifications with the same result. Therefore, superextremal particles give rise to

superextremal zero modes upon toroidal compactification, with the same mass and charge as

in the parent theory.

This result can be extended to include black holes which are charged under the gravipho-

tons on the compact torus, T k. As explained in [11], black hole solutions of this type can be

obtained by boosting a black hole with no graviphoton charge along the torus. To be precise,

the black hole solution lifts to a black brane solution with a smeared charge density in the

higher dimensional theory. The black brane can be thought of as a sheet of charged particles

spread out in the torus directions, and the result of boosting is analogous to the single-particle

case. The extremality bound is therefore closely related to the KK mass formula (see e.g. [11]):

M2 ≥ γQ2 +
Q2
KK

R2
, (2.18)

where the constant γ is that which sets the extremality bound in the absence of graviphoton

charge.

Thus, the KK modes of superextremal particles are likewise superextremal. This guar-

antees that if a lattice conjecture is satisfied in the original theory (either the LWGC or the

sLWGC will do, as will other variants) then it remains true in the KK reduced theory. It does

not ensure that the (original, non-lattice) WGC follows from its higher dimensional counter-

part, however. For instance, the KK modes of any finite number of massive superextremal

particles in the original theory will fail to satisfy the WGC in the KK reduced theory if R is

allowed to take arbitrarily small values. This failure occurs for every value of R if the original

particles are exactly extremal. Therefore, while lattice WGC conjectures behave well under

KK reduction, the WGC itself does not [11].

Note that we are free to turn on Wilson lines aai =
∫
Aadθi in the above examples. These

appear in the extremality bound, for instance

M2 ≥ γQ2 +
1

R2

(
QKK −

a

2π
Q

)2

(2.19)

for compactification on a circle. However, a has a shift symmetry in the low energy effective

action, which forces it to appear in the same fashion in the extremality bound and KK mass

13Here we fix a unit metric hφφ = 1 by a choice of coordinate on the one-dimensional scalar manifold.
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formula. Thus, the KK modes remain superextremal with a 6= 0, despite changes in the

charged spectrum.

We now consider compactification of Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory on a general Ricci

flat manifold Mk. Due to the quotient structure (2.16), this is closely related to toroidal

compactifications, except that G will remove some of the KK modes of the superextremal

charged particles. If these particles are scalars then σ
(φ)
0 = 1, and the KK modes on Γ∗G will be

superextremal as before. Likewise, if they are bosonic fields of higher spin then polarizations

exist for which σ
(φ)
0 = 1, and the same conclusion follows. However, for a fermion ψ M̂k−p

admits a zero mode if and only if it has a covariantly constant spinor, hence special holonomy

SU(n), G2, Spin(7), or a subgroup. If not, then superextremal fermions need not generate

any superextremal KK modes, and the sLWGC can fail.

It should be noted, however, that our discussion implicitly relies upon supersymmetry, as

we assume the presence of unstabilized moduli such as the radion. Unbroken supersymmetry

requires not only that M̂k−p admits a covariantly constant spinor but also that Mk does,

equivalently that σ
(ψ)
0 = 1 for at least one such spinor. In this case, the KK modes on Γ∗G will

again be superextremal, and the sLWGC is preserved: if Γ1 denotes a sublattice satisfying

the conjecture before compactification, then Γ1 × Γ∗G does so afterwards.

Besides the issue with special holonomy, so far the distinction between the sLWGC and

the LWGC arises purely in the graviphoton sector, with the additional gauge fields coming

along for the ride. This changes if we allow for discrete Wilson lines, which can arise when Mk

has torsion one-cycles. Suppose Mk has no continuous isometries, and let Σr be a non-trivial

torsion one cycle with rΣr
∼= 0. This implies that

1

2π

∫
Σr

A ∈ Z/r , (2.20)

since 1
2π

∫
A 7→ 1

2π

∫
A+ 1 is a large gauge transformation.

To determine the effect of this Wilson line on the spectrum, it is useful to start with the

r-fold cover M̂k (where Mk = M̂k/Zr) on which Σr is trivial. We then quotient by

TN × M̂k

Zr
, (2.21)

where TN represents the abstract torus associated to the U(1)N gauge group and the quotient

combines gauge transformations (translations on TN ) with a discrete Zr isometry of M̂k. The

situation is now very similar to the discussion in section 2.3. On the sublattice Γ∗Zr ⊂ Γ the

ν = 0 KK modes of fields whose zero modes survive the projection will be extremal. On the

rest of the lattice Γ− Γ∗Zr there is no guarantee of superextremal modes, depending on σ
(φ)
ν ,

hence the sLWGC is preserved but not in general the LWGC.

In fact, the similarity between these two examples is no accident. On the one hand,

although the abstract torus description of U(1)N applies more generally, this torus can be

realized as an actual spatial torus in the case of Einstein-Maxwell-dilaton theory for a specific

value of the dilaton coupling corresponding to an extra-dimensional radion. On the other, the
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G quotient in (2.16) can be thought of as a set of discrete Wilson lines if we first compactify on

T p and then compactify the resulting graviphoton gauge theory on M̂k−p. The pure gravity

example is therefore a special case of the more general phenomenon of discrete Wilson lines.

With this in mind, we give a brief, general discussion of discrete Wilson lines on manifolds

without graviphotons; the case with graviphotons can be treated by first reducing on the

torus T p ⊂ Mk and then treating them like the other gauge fields. Let Mk be a Ricci flat

manifold with no continuous isometries, and let M̂k be a finite cover with covering group G,

Mk = M̂k/G. We consider the quotient

TN × M̂k

G
, (2.22)

where TN is the abstract torus of the gauge group U(1)N , as above, and G acts freely on TN .

The G quotient has the action

g : φ ~Q,ν 7→ e2πi~g· ~Qσ(φ)
ν (g)φ ~Q,ν (2.23)

on the KK modes, where ~Q denotes the U(1)N charge, ν labels the M̂k mode expansion,

g 7→ ~g defines the G action on TN ∼= RN/ZN , and σ
(φ)
ν (g) is a mode and field-dependent

phase factor.

Provided that Mk has special holonomy, the argument for the sLWGC is largely parallel

to before. For each superextremal field, there is some polarization with σ
(φ)
0 = 1, hence

everywhere on the sublattice Γ∗G ⊆ Γ ≡ ZN there is at least one ν = 0 mode which survives

the G projection. The mass and charge of this mode are equal to those of the parent field.

Likewise, the G projection does not affect the extremality bound because the charges are G

invariant, hence the corresponding black hole solutions must also be G invariant, therefore

modes which are projected out by G are not turned on in these backgrounds.

Thus, the sLWGC is satisfied with a superextremal lattice Γ∗G, but the LWGC can be

violated.

2.5 General considerations

In the preceding discussion, we have presented evidence for the Sublattice Weak Gravity

Conjecture using effective field theory, and in particular Kaluza-Klein theory. While our

examples are not UV complete, every type of example we discuss above has specific realizations

in supersymmetric string compactifications, including in particular the simple toroidal orbifold

of section 2.2.14 As we will see explicitly in the next section, the equivalent string theory

examples include additional heavy charged particles, but the light charged spectrum matches

the Kaluza Klein spectrum for large radius compactifications, hence many of the relevant

features we have seen will necessarily apply to the corresponding string theory examples.

14In addition to the T 6/(Z2 × Z′2) realization discussed later, the T 3/(Z2 × Z′2) example of section 2.2 can

be directly realized as a type IIA orientifold for which the involution has no fixed points, and which therefore

lacks orientifold planes. Despite the different UV realizations, KK modes behave analogously in the two cases.
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It may be possible to generalize our effective field theory discussion yet further to make

contact with additional string theory examples. For instance, we could consider the dimen-

sional reduction of higher dimensional theories with extended objects and p-form gauge fields

Cp. This can be done without knowing much detail about the UV description of these ob-

jects provided that their fluctuations are unimportant to the problem at hand. This is true,

for instance, when we compactify such a theory on a smooth manifold with (p − 1)-cycles

Σp−1 and study the lightest particles with a given charge under the gauge field arising from

Cp reduced on Σp−1, which correspond to branes wrapped on Σp−1. So long as the probe

approximation is valid, the mass of the charged particle is simply the tension of the brane

times the volume of the cycle, and one can in principle check whether a spectrum of branes

satisfying the WGC leads to superextremal particles in the lower dimensional theory. It may

even be possible to check lattice statements in this context.

However, computing the volumes of arbitrary cycles on a manifold of special holonomy

such as a Calabi-Yau manifold is a very difficult problem. We will not attempt it here, and a

realistic approach to such a problem seems to be outside presently available theoretical tools,

except perhaps for numerical methods. A simpler, related problem in Calabi-Yau geometry

is the counting of holomorphic curves. These curves are calibrated with respect to the Kähler

form, enabling the computation of their volumes even without complete knowledge of the

Calabi-Yau metric. Applied to M-theory compactification on a Calabi-Yau three-fold, the

sLWGC implies the existence of a holomorphic curve in every effective two-cycle class within

a finite index sublattice of the homology lattice H2. For further discussion, see [30].

One could also try to realize some analog of string theory flux compactifications in an

effective field theory description. However, this is very difficult due to well-known no-go

theorems such as [36], which require a positive scalar potential, higher derivative corrections,

or negative tension branes in order to turn on fluxes in a compactification with vanishing

cosmological constant.15 In the first two cases, this requires introducing a UV scale, which

calls into question the validity of the effective field theory description, whereas the last requires

careful handling to avoid violating unitarity. All three may be realized in string theory,

but a purely effective field theory description is difficult without putting in substantial UV

information.

We now move on to discuss the role of the sLWGC in string theory.

3 The sLWGC and String Theory

We have seen that general Kaluza-Klein compactifications motivate the sLWGC. Here we will

explore its validity in perturbative string theory. We will start by giving a very general argu-

ment that connects the sLWGC to modular invariance, before presenting concrete examples

that illustrate how the full LWGC can fail.

15Note, however, that scalar gradients are allowed (as are Fd−1 fluxes dual to axion gradients). It might be

interesting to explore this possibility further.
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3.1 The sLWGC from modular invariance

In the context of perturbative string theory, the sLWGC is related to modular invariance. For

every NSNS sector gauge field, there is a corresponding conserved current in the worldsheet

CFT. By introducing a chemical potential for this current we can track the charges of the

states in the perturbative string theory spectrum. Imposing modular invariance, we demon-

strate that this spectrum satisfies the sLWGC, up to a few technical assumptions that we

explain as they arise.

Note that RR gauge fields do not appear as conserved currents in the worldsheet CFT

because the charged states, coming from D-branes, are nonperturbatively heavy in string

units in the weak coupling limit. Since they do not appear in the perturbative spectrum,

nothing is charged, and there is no conserved current. The same considerations apply to the

magnetic duals of NSNS sector gauge fields, where the charged states come from, e.g., NS5

branes. Likewise, in type I string theory, though there are charged states in the spectrum,

the massive states which satisfy the sLWGC are nonperturbatively heavy, and correspond to

the excitations of fundamental strings in the heterotic S-dual. Consequently, the following

argument applies only to electric NSNS sector gauge fields in closed string theory.

The worldsheet CFT has a partition function of the form:

Z(µ, µ̄; τ, τ̄) ≡ Tr(q∆q̄∆̃yQȳQ̃) , (3.1)

where ∆ = L0− c
24 , ∆̃ = L̃0− c̃

24 , Q and Q̃ are the charges carried by left/right movers under

a conserved current, q = e2πiτ and y = e2πiµ. We have

Z(µ+ ρ) = Z(µ) , ∀ρ ∈ Γ∗Q , (3.2)

where Γ∗Q = {(ρ, ρ̃)|ρQ− ρ̃Q̃ ∈ Z} is the dual lattice to the charge lattice. Following e.g. [37],

modular transformations act as

Z(µ; τ + 1) =Z(µ; τ) , Z(µ/τ ;−1/τ) =eπik
µ2

τ
−πik̃ µ̄

2

τ̄ Z(µ; τ) . (3.3)

Here k, k̃ are related to the leading term in the current-current OPE:

JL(z)JL(0) ∼ k

z2
+ . . . , JR(z̄)JR(0) ∼ k̃

z̄2
+ . . . . (3.4)

Unitarity requires that k, k̃ are non-negative, and positive for non-trivial currents.

In general, we should consider µ and µ̄ to be independent variables because there are

two separate conserved currents JL and JR and their corresponding charges Q and Q̃. For

example, a periodic free boson has two conserved charges, one left-moving and one right-

moving:

Q =

√
α′

2

[
n

R
+
wR

α′

]
, Q̃ =

√
α′

2

[
n

R
− wR

α′

]
, (3.5)

where n,w ∈ Z are the momentum and winding quantum numbers. The corresponding string

theory has two gauge bosons coming from the off-diagonal components of the metric and

B-field.
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Moreover, in examples such as heterotic string theory, the number of left-moving and

right-moving currents is usually different, hence there is no way to identify the chemical

potentials in complex conjugate pairs. To avoid this notational problem, we write µ̃ hence-

forward in place of µ̄, and use the shorthand

yQ ≡ exp[2πiµaQ
a] , ỹQ ≡ exp[−2πiµ̃aQ̃

a] , (3.6)

for the case of multiple currents, where now

JaL(z)JbL(0) ∼ kab

z2
+ . . . , J ãR(z̄)J b̃R(0) ∼ k̃ãb̃

z̄2
+ . . . . (3.7)

Combining the periodicity condition (3.2) with the S-duality transformation (3.3), we

obtain:

Z(µ+ τρ; τ) = exp

[
−2πikµρ− πikρ2τ + 2πik̃µ̃ρ̃+ πik̃ρ̃2τ

]
Z(µ; τ) . (3.8)

In the case of multiple currents, we have kµρ 7→ kabµaρb, etc.. For simplicity, we suppress kab

and k̃ab henceforward, treating them as metrics which appear as needed depending on index

positions. Thus, for instance µ · ρ ≡ µakabρb, µ ·Q ≡ µaQa, and Q̃2 ≡ Q̃ãk̃−1

ãb̃
Q̃b̃.

Since the partition function enumerates the spectrum of the theory, the quasi-period

µ→ µ+ τρ must map the spectrum to itself. To describe this, we define:

T ≡ ∆− 1

2
Q2 , T̃ ≡ ∆̃− 1

2
Q̃2 . (3.9)

The condition (3.8) can now be written as:

Z = Tr
(
qT+ 1

2
Q2
q̄T̃+ 1

2
Q̃2
yQỹQ̃

)
= Tr

(
qT+ 1

2
(Q+ρ)2

q̄T̃+ 1
2

(Q̃+ρ̃)2
yQ+ρỹQ̃+ρ̃

)
. (3.10)

(Note that (Q+ρ)a = Qa+kabρb contains implicit k-dependence.) By expanding the trace in

powers of Q, and matching the two sides, we see that the spectrum must be invariant under

Q→ Q+ ρ , Q̃→ Q̃+ ρ̃ , (3.11)

with T and T̃ held fixed. The rearrangement of the spectrum under simultaneous changes in

charge and conformal weight may be familiar as spectral flow [38]. Notice that this invariance

implies

Γ∗Q ⊆ ΓQ . (3.12)

This is a modular invariance condition similar to (but weaker than) the self-duality condi-

tion for Narain compactification.16 The quotient space ΓQ/Γ
∗
Q is a discrete group. In fact,

although the charges and the level k for an abelian group can always be rescaled, if we choose

a basis in which the charge lattice is simply Zp the level of the gauge group acquires physical

meaning: it determines the index of the sublattice Γ∗Q within ΓQ.

16A self-dual charge lattice Γ∗Q = ΓQ would imply the LWGC, as in, e.g., toroidal compactifications of the

heterotic string.
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Using this constraint, we now argue that for any Q ∈ Γ∗Q, there exists a level-matched

state of charge Q and mass

∆ = ∆̃ =
α′

4
m2 6 max

(
1

2
Q2,

1

2
Q̃2

)
. (3.13)

To do so, we note that there is a graviton in the spectrum, with ∆ = ∆̃ = 0 and Q = Q̃ = 0,

hence T = T̃ = 0. Applying the above transformation, we obtain states with charges Q = ρ,

Q̃ = ρ̃ and

∆ =
1

2
Q2 , ∆̃ =

1

2
Q̃2 . (3.14)

Since ∆ − ∆̃ ∈ Z is required for modular invariance (hence Γ∗Q must be an even lattice), we

can turn on integer-moded oscillators in one of the non-compact dimensions to match levels,

∆ = ∆̃. Since the oscillators for two dimensions are removed by gauge fixing, this is possible

for D > 3 non-compact directions in the target space, and the result saturates (3.13).

Conversely, because the CFT spectrum must have a bottom, there is a lower bound on

the masses of level-matched states at large charge. In particular, requiring ∆ > ∆min and

∆̃ > ∆̃min for some ∆min and ∆̃min implies that T > Tmin and T̃ > T̃min for some Tmin and

T̃min. Thus, all level-matched states in the spectrum satisfy:

α′

4
m2 > max

[
Tmin +

1

2
Q2, T̃min +

1

2
Q̃2

]
. (3.15)

Asymptotically at large charge this implies

m &

√
2

α′
max

(√
Q2,

√
Q̃2

)
+O

(
1

Q

)
, (3.16)

which matches (3.13) at leading order in large charge.

Combining (3.13) and (3.16), we conclude that the sLWGC holds for the gs → 0 spectrum

if and only if the black hole extremality bound is at least as strong as:

α′

4
m2 > max

(
1

2
Q2,

1

2
Q̃2

)
. (3.17)

This is rather difficult to show in general, as it requires us to understand the effective action

and the possible black hole solutions to it. Since highly excited strings turn into black

holes [39, 40], we might be inclined to match the large charge asymptotics of the perturbative

string spectrum with the black hole spectrum, which would imply that (3.17) matches the

extremality bound. In directions with BPS states, this is obviously correct, since the light BPS

particles and heavy BPS extremal black holes have the same charge-to-mass ratio. Moreover,

we give an argument below that this matching holds for most, if not all, orbifolds. However,

this kind of reasoning is flawed in general because the perturbative worldsheet description

ceases to apply once the states transition to black holes, and we have no direct control over

the slope of the spectrum above this transition based solely on the slope below it.
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To establish that (3.17) is the extremality bound for a large class of orbifolds, we observe

that the naive connection between the asymptotic slope of the perturbative spectrum and

the extremality bound holds in toroidal compactification of both type II and heterotic string

theories. In the former case, this follows from BPS bounds, whereas in the latter it has been

checked explicitly in the literature [41]. Orbifolding by a discrete group G removes some of

the fields, but the gauge fields which survive are G invariant, hence the corresponding black

hole solutions are also G invariant, and none of the projected out fields is turned on in the

original background. This implies that the extremality bound remains the same as in the

parent theory, with one possible caveat: the orbifold introduces twisted sectors, potentially

including additional massless particles. If these include scalars which develop a tadpole in the

black hole background in question, then the black hole solution will be modified. However,

this can be ruled out in many examples because the twisted sectors are often charged under

the gauge group, and charged fields cannot acquire tadpoles without Higgsing the gauge

group. Even in examples where the twisted sector is neutral, it seems unlikely that any of

these fields will be turned on.

Conversely, it is also possible that additional massless gauge bosons could appear in the

twisted sectors. This can happen in type II string theory, but typically only for RR gauge

bosons; non-trivial examples may exist in heterotic string theory, though none that we have

constructed. If this occurs, the above argument cannot be used to show that (3.17) is the

correct extremality bound for black holes carrying these charges. We are then left with the

same unclear situation as in more general worldsheet theories.

More generally, if a well controlled example can be constructed for which the extremality

bound is weaker than (3.17) in any direction in charge space, this would give a counterexample

to the sLWGC. We leave further study of this point to future work.

One other subtlety is that, in the presence of spacetime fermions, the modular invariant

combination is

Z(µ, µ̄; τ, τ̄) ≡ Tr[(−1)F q∆q̄∆̃yQȳQ̃] , (3.18)

where F is the spacetime fermion number. If the background is supersymmetric, then the

partition function vanishes identically. In particular, the graviton contribution is cancelled

by those of its superpartners, and the above argument is technically incorrect. However, this

technical objection should have a technical answer. The modular invariance condition of one

loop amplitudes with insertions is non-trivial, and (as is usually assumed without comment)

should imply naive arguments which ignore these cancellations. One way to address this

problem is to turn on a chemical potential for spacetime rotations, which can split bosons

from fermions. We sketch the details of this approach in Appendix A.

3.2 Examples

In this section, we describe a handful of theories arising from toroidal orbifold compactifica-

tions of type II and heterotic string theory. As implied by the modular invariance argument

given above, the sLWGC is indeed satisfied in all of these examples, which can be verified on
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a case by case basis. However, these examples violate the other strong forms of the WGC

discussed previously, such as the LWGC and the strong form of [16].

To begin, we consider type II string theory on the T 6/(Z2 × Z′2) orbifold with orbifold

action defined by the two generators

θ : θ4 7→ θ4 + π, θ5 7→ θ5 + π,

ω : θ6 7→ θ6 + π, θi 7→ −θi, i = 1, ..., 4.
(3.19)

For simplicity, we take the metric to be diagonal in the θI basis, I = 1, . . . , 6. This orbifold

preserves sixteen real supercharges in four dimensions. Note that the orbifold has no fixed

points so the resulting manifold is flat; as a result, this example can be understood in the

supergravity description as well as on the worldsheet. Indeed, the physics of this example is

very similar to that of the effective theory described in section 2.2, and much of the analysis

carries over straightforwardly via the dictionary θw → θ4, θy → θ5, θz → θ6. Any particle

of odd KK charge around θ5 and no other gauge gauge charge will be subextremal, as the

orbifold projection forces an additional contribution (n4/R4)2 to its mass squared:

m2 =

(
n5

R5

)2

+

(
n4

R4

)2

, n5 odd, n4 odd. (3.20)

Here, it is crucial that n4 does not correspond to a gauge charge, as the orbifold action projects

out the gauge boson associated with KK charge around θ4. However, n5 does correspond to

a conserved gauge charge, which makes any decay of this particle to massless uncharged

particles kinematically impossible.

One distinction between the UV complete theory and the Kaluza-Klein effective descrip-

tion discussed before is the presence of twisted sectors. Naively, this difference could affect

conclusions about superextremal particles far out on the charge lattice. For example, the

ω-twisted sector states of odd KK charge around θ5 are BPS and therefore superextremal.

However, these necessarily have half-integer winding charge around θ6, so their charge differs

from that of the untwisted sector states. Similar considerations apply to the other twisted

sectors, implying that there are no superextremal particles with odd n5 and integer (or van-

ishing) winding charges.

Clearly this violates the LWGC. Depending on the radii RI , additional “strong forms”

of the WGC can also be violated.17 For example, taking R4 � R5 > R6 and RI �
√
α′, the

winding modes become heavy and the lightest charged particle in the spectrum is subextremal

with (n5, n6) = (1, 0). This directly contradicts the strong form proposed in [3], and by

extension that proposed in [16]. This particle is also the state of smallest charge in its

direction in the lattice, violating the other strong form discussed (and rejected) in [3]. Thus,

almost every WGC strong form that has been previously discussed in the literature is violated

by this example, but notably the sLWGC is satisfied.

17Since the radions are orbifold invariant and have no potential (due to the sixteen unbroken supercharges)

we are free to choose any values for the RI .
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In fact, this theory has an even stranger property, which calls into question the original

motivation behind the WGC: at tree level in string perturbation theory, all of the lightest

particles with odd n5 = P and no other gauge charge are stable. To see this, we first consider

a two-body decay, and call their n5 charges p and q = P − p, respectively. Without loss of

generality, we may take p to be odd and q to be even. A priori, these particles could carry

charge under additional U(1)s, but given our assumptions about the radii the lightest particles

with odd n5 charge are those with mass m2 = n2
5/R

2
5 +1/R2

4 and the lightest particles of even

n5 charge are BPS states of mass m = n5/R5. Thus, it suffices to consider only these final

states to check if any decay is kinematically allowed. This would require√(
p+ q

R5

)2

+

(
1

R4

)2

≥

√(
p

R5

)2

+

(
1

R4

)2

+

∣∣∣∣ qR5

∣∣∣∣ (3.21)

for some q 6= 0, but this fails by the triangle inequality. This argument is easily extended to

an arbitrarily large number of particles in the final state: upon replacing any pair of particles

in the final state by the lightest single-particle state with the same n5 charge the mass is

non-increasing.18 Doing this repeatedly shows that the final state is necessarily heavier than

the initial state, and the decay is kinematically forbidden.

Thus, if we take the tree-level string spectrum at face value, we conclude that there is an

infinite tower of stable particles with odd n5 charge. For large charges, these particles become

black holes. Since they are not BPS, these black holes are both (very slightly) subextremal

and stable, seemingly in violation of the spirit of the WGC. Indeed, this example highlights

the fact that the existence of a superextremal particle is insufficient to guarantee that every

charged black hole can decay [4].

However, the tree level calculation breaks down before the black hole transition occurs [39,

40], so the above conclusions do not follow. We can instead constrain what happens above

this threshold using the BPS bound. There are three possibilities:19

1. There are BPS black holes with odd charge.

2. For fixed gs, there exists ∆ > 0 such that M−MBPS ≥ ∆ for all states with odd charge.

3. There is an infinite tower of stable subextremal states with odd charge.

In the first case, any given BPS state with odd charge must disappear for gs < gc for some

critical coupling gc > 0, since these states are absent from the perturbative string spectrum.

(This could happen via the usual pairing of several BPS states into a long multiplet.) If

there is an odd-charged BPS state in the spectrum at every value of gs then there must be an

infinite number of such critical couplings, accumulating near gs = 0. This sounds implausible,

but not impossible.

18When the two particles have charges of opposite parity, this follows from the above argument. When they

have the same parity, this follows from the BPS bound.
19Here we only consider objects with n5 charge and vanishing charge under the other U(1)s. Allowing for

other charges does not change the outcome in any fundamental way.
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In the second case, the spectrum of large semiclassical black holes is modified in an

unexpected way: if the black hole has odd charge, then the extremality bound is slightly

stronger, by a fractional amount ∆/M = (∆/MPl)(MPl/M). This effect is competitive with

curvature corrections (which, however, do not modify the extremality bound due to the BPS

condition), but it is unclear how to generate it by corrections to the effective action, which

do not obviously depend on the parity of the black hole charge.

If we reject the first two possibilities then the third follows as we now argue. An odd

charged black hole i can decay if a lighter odd-charged black hole or particle j exists with

∆j ≤ ∆i, ∆i ≡ Mi −MBPS. Since the spectrum of ∆s is positive but without a positive

lower bound, scanning the odd-charged black hole spectrum from small to large charge we

necessarily find an infinite number of black holes with ∆ less than all previous entries, hence

there is an infinite tower of stable subextremal states.

For a higher-dimensional example of a theory violating the LWGC, we consider an E8×E8

heterotic compactification on T 4/Z2 with Wilson lines. Such a compactification preserves

eight real supercharges in 6d. We use the same setup as the above type II example but take

θ5 and θ6 to be directions along the internal even-self-dual lattice Γ16:20

θ : θ4 7→ θ4 + π, Γ16 7→ Γ16 + e5,

ω : θi 7→ −θi, i = 1, ..., 4, Γ16 7→ Γ16 + e6 ,
(3.22)

where e5 and e6 are internal translation vectors with 2e5,6 ∈ Γ16. These are restricted by

modular invariance to satisfy e2
5 ∈ Z, e2

6 ∈ Z + 1/2, (e5 + e6)2 ∈ Z + 1/2. We can choose for

instance:

e5 = (1, 0, 0, . . .) , e6 =
1

2
(1,−1, 0, . . .) , (3.23)

in accordance with these requirements.

We will see that the LWGC is violated in the ω-untwisted sector. To show this, we briefly

review the spectrum. The mass formula for the heterotic string in an untwisted sector is

α′

4
m2 =

1

2
(P 2 + p2

L) +NL − 1 =
1

2
(r2 + p2

R) +NR −
1

2
. (3.24)

Here P denotes the momentum along the internal lattice and r is an SO(8) weight constrained

by the GSO projection21 which arises from bosonizing the usual right-moving RNS worldsheet

fermion. In addition, pL,R are the spacetime momenta associated to the left and right and

right movers and NL,R ∈ Z≥0 are oscillator numbers.

The left and right-moving momenta on the fourth circle of the T 4 are

pL =

√
α′

2

(
n4

R4
+
w4R4

α′

)
, pR =

√
α′

2

(
n4

R4
− w4R4

α′

)
, (3.25)

20In our conventions, either Γ16 = Γ+
8 ⊗ Γ+

8 or Γ16 = Γ+
16, with Γ+

k ≡ Γ0
k ∪

[
Γ0
k + ( 1

2
, . . . , 1

2
)
]

where Γ0
k ≡

{(a1, . . . , ak)|ai ∈ Z,
∑
i ai ∈ 2Z} is the SO(2k) root lattice.

21In particular, the GSO projection requires r ∈ Γ+
4 + (1, 0, 0, 0) in the notation of footnote 20.
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where n4 and w4 are the momentum and winding quantum numbers,22 fixed by the quanti-

zation conditions

w4 ∈ Z , P ∈ Γ16 + w4e5 , n4 ∈ Z− P · e5 + w4e
2
5/2 . (3.26)

Let us consider a particle of charge P = (1, 0, 0, . . .), which requires w4 ∈ 2Z + 1 and n4 ∈
Z + 1/2. The GSO projection fixes r2 ≥ 1, so we find

α′

4
m2 =

1

2
p2
L +NL −

1

2
=

1

2
p2
R +NR ≤

1

2
(3.27)

for a superextremal particle, which implies NR = 0 as well as NL = 0, 1. One can check that

the case NL = 1 has a solution if and only if R4 =
√
α′/2, so we focus on the case NL = 0,

which requires w4 = 2n4 = ±1. We find a solution if and only if(
x− 1/x

2

)2

≤ 1 with x ≡
√

2

α′
R4 , (3.28)

hence if

(
√

2− 1)

√
α′

2
≤ R4 ≤ (

√
2 + 1)

√
α′

2
. (3.29)

Outside this range of radii the LWGC is violated.

As before, this violation comes from the extra contribution of the spacetime momentum

to the particle mass, which has no corresponding charge because the corresponding photons

are removed by the Z2 orbifold. Unlike before, there is a tachyonic contribution to the mass

coming from the zero-point energy of the string. As a consequence of this and of the purely

left-moving gauge charges, farther out on the charge lattice there are superextremal particles

of every charge. Suppose that R4 >
√
α′/2 and consider sites with

P 2 ≥ 2R2
4

α′
. (3.30)

For fixed P , the quantization conditions (3.26) fix the parities of the integers w4 and 2k4,

and there is a superextremal solution to the level-matching conditions (3.24) with r2 = 1 and

NL = 0, 1 so long as we can solve

p2
L ≤ 2 , p2

R ≤ P 2 , (3.31)

subject to the parity constraints. One such solution is:

w4 = −1 , n4 =
R2

4

α′
− δ , (3.32)

where 0 ≤ δ < 1 is chosen to satisfy 2n4 ∈ Z along with the parity constraint on n4. Analogous

reasoning applies to the case R4 <
√
α′/2 with P 2 ≥ α′

2R2
4

. Thus, lattice sites with sufficiently

22In our conventions R4 is the radius of the circle after taking the θ4 quotient, and n4 and w4 are the

associated momentum and winding quantum numbers.
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large charge have superextremal particles, though the finite region where LWGC violations

occur grows as R4 is taken farther from the string scale in either direction.

Note that in this example the sLWGC is satisfied with coarseness 2, because if P lies on

the charge lattice then 2P lies within the original charge lattice Γ16 and moreover (2P )·e5 ∈ Z,

hence w4 and 2n4 are even and we can set pL = pR = 0. This is in agreement with the modular

invariance argument presented in the previous subsection.

While in this example the LWGC violation is limited to a finite number of lattice sites

(for fixed R4), KK reduction of this theory on a circle produces a 5d theory which violates the

LWGC at an infinite set of points on the charge lattice. In particular, all of the KK modes of

the subextremal particles of the 6d theory will be subextremal in the 5d theory. The sLWGC,

on the other hand, is preserved under circle compactification.

We have explicitly verified that the sLWGC is satisfied in a large class of heterotic orbifold

compactifications. In particular, any supersymmetric Tn/G, n ≤ 6 Abelian orbifold of the

E8 × E8 or Spin(32)/Z2 heterotic string with commuting Wilson lines and orbifold shifts

along the internal left-moving T 16 will satisfy the sLWGC at tree level. In the absence of

non-trivial space groups or Wilson lines, these theories satisfy the full LWGC.

It is interesting to ask about how badly the LWGC can be violated in orbifold exam-

ples. We focus here on orbifolds of the heterotic string preserving eight supercharges, and

distinguish two measures of failure: the coarseness and index of the sublattice Γext ⊆ Γ. The

largest coarseness we have found for such a sublattice is 3, coming from a T 4/Z3 heterotic

orbifold with Wilson lines. The largest index we have found is 28 = 256, coming from a

T 4/Z2 heterotic orbifold with Wilson lines. As an example of the former, consider the T 4/Z3

E8 × E8 heterotic orbifold with orbifold action

θ : z1 7→ e2πi/3z1, z2 7→ e−2πi/3z2, Γ16 7→ Γ16 + e0. (3.33)

Here, z1 and z2 are complex numbers, each parametrizing a T 2 with complex structure τ =

eπi/3. e0 is an element of Γ16/3, which we take to be

e0 =
1

3
(1,−1, 0, 0, ..., 0). (3.34)

In addition, we turn on a Wilson line on the first torus,

e1 =
1

3
(0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 0, ..., 0). (3.35)

This combination solves the constraints imposed by modular invariance, e2
0 ∈ 2Z/3 + 2/9,

e2
1 ∈ 2Z/3, e0 · e1 ∈ Z/3. At small radius, one can check that untwisted sector states winding

once around the first torus are subextremal for small values of the radius, similar to the

previous E8×E8 heterotic orbifold example. These states all lie in the shifted lattice Γ16 +e1.

On the other hand, all of the charge sites in the E8×E8 lattice Γ16 have superextremal states,

and since 3e1 ∈ Γ16, we see that Γext has coarseness 3.

For a T 4/Z3 orbifold, only two independent Wilson lines are allowed, since the Wilson

lines around the A and B cycles of each T 2 are related by the orbifold action. On the other
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hand, a T 4/Z2 orbifold allows independent Wilson lines for each S1. We can produce an

example of a sublattice with an index as large as 256 by considering heterotic string theory

compactified on a T 4/Z2×S1 orbifold, turning on independent Wilson lines in Γ16/2 around

each of the T 4 directions twisted by Z2. For instance, we may choose a shift in Γ16/2 for the

orbifold twist ω:

e0 =
1

2
(1,−1, 0, ..., 0), (3.36)

and turn on Wilson lines for θi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4:

e1 =
1

2
(~14,~04,~04,~04) , e2 =

1

2
(~04,~14,~04,~04)

e3 =
1

2
(~04,~04,~14,~04) , e4 =

1

2
(~04,~04,~04,~14).

(3.37)

Here, ~14 = (1, 1, 1, 1) and ~04 = (0, 0, 0, 0). We consider states with momentum and winding

around the θ5 circle, which is unaffected by the orbifold. In particular, when p2
R,5 ≥ p2

L,5 +P 2

there are BPS states with m2 = 2
α′ p

2
R,5 on the sublattice Γ1 = {P ∈ Γ16|P · ei ∈ Z}.

In fact, for generic Ri these are on the only BPS states in the untwisted sector. For

instance, states with P · e1 ∈ Z + 1/2 must have non-vanishing momentum on the θ1 circle,

whereas states with P ∈ Γ16 + e1 must have non-vanishing winding on the θ1 circle. In

either case, the extra mass contribution from p2
R,1 prevents the BPS bound m2 ≥ 2

α′ p
2
R,5 from

being saturated. For generic Ri,
∑4

i=1 p
2
R,i can only vanish in the absence of momentum and

winding on T 4, hence none of these states are BPS.

The sublattice Γ1 has coarseness 2 and index 28 = 256 inside the untwisted sector charge

lattice Γuntw = Γ16 +span(e1, . . . , e4), which places a lower bound on the index and coarseness

of the sublattice Γext satisfying the sLWGC. In fact, there are superextremal states everywhere

in the twisted sector coset Γtw = Γuntw + e0 because the problematic contribution p2
R,i,

i = 1, . . . , 4, is absent. Thus, we can choose Γext = Γ1 ∪ (Γ1 + v) for any v ∈ Γtw, for a total

of 256 possible choices of Γext ⊂ Γ = Γuntw ∪Γtw satisfying the sLWGC, each with coarseness

2 and index 256.

One might expect that T 4/ZN heterotic orbifolds with N > 3 would violate the LWGC

even more badly, but this turns out to not be the case. The reason is that Wilson lines for

N = 4 are constrained by the orbifold projection to lie in Γ16/2, so the sLWGC lattice in

these examples has coarseness 2 rather than 4. The index in this case is no larger than 22 = 4,

since Wilson lines on two of the S1s are related in pairs. For the case of T 4/Z6 orbifolds,

Wilson lines are forbidden due to the orbifold action.

The coarseness of Γext is (roughly speaking) a measure of the distance between lattice

sites with superextremal particles. In the examples we have considered, this distance is never

very large. On the other hand, the index of Γext is (again, roughly speaking) a measure of

the density of lattice sites with superextremal particles. We have seen that this index can

be large in specific examples. This suggests that the density of sites with superextremal

particles can be rather low. However, this ignores the contribution of superextremal particles

not on Γext. For instance, in the large index example above the fraction of lattice sites with
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a superextremal particle is actually more than half, including every twisted sector site. In

cases such as these a different measure for how badly the LWGC is violated could be more

physically relevant. We leave further consideration of these issues to future work.

4 The sLWGC in AdS5: First Example

We have argued that the sLWGC holds for closed string U(1) gauge groups in perturbative

string theory. It would be useful to have other examples, to help assess whether the sLWGC

is likely to be a general property of quantum gravity theories or whether it is an artifact

of the special cases studied so far. A rich landscape of examples to explore arises from the

AdS/CFT correspondence [8, 33, 37]. For the moment we will take our working definition of

a superextremal operator O in AdS5 to be one for which

Q(O)√
b

>
∆(O)√

12c
. (4.1)

This is a very direct translation of the flat-space extremality bound to the AdS context. Here

Q and ∆ are the charge and dimension of the operator in question, c ∼ 〈TT 〉 is the central

charge of the CFT, and b ∼ 〈JJ〉 is the beta function of the conserved current. To fix the

normalization, we note that for a free theory

b =
∑
φ

k(φ)Q(φ)2, (4.2)

c =
1

120
(12nv + 3nf + 2ns), (4.3)

where Q(φ) is the charge of field φ; k(φ) = 2
3 for a Weyl fermion and k(φ) = 1

3 for a complex

scalar; and ns, nf and nv are the number of complex scalars, Weyl fermions, and vectors in

the theory.

For theories with multiple conserved currents, the AdS5 analog of the Convex Hull Con-

dition is that the charge-to-dimension vectors

ζa(O) ≡
√

12c

∆(O)
Qa(O) (4.4)

satisfy the convex hull condition with the charge-space metric bab ∼ 〈JaJb〉, where

bab =
∑
φ

kQaQb (4.5)

in a free theory. In practice we will pick a basis where bab is diagonal, so that bab = δab after

rescaling. When this is done, we denote the rescaled ~ζ as ~Z (implying a unit metric).

There are a number of subtleties in the translation of the Weak Gravity Conjecture to

AdS [8]: for instance, large AdS black holes have a very different extremality bound from

flat-space black holes, and the translation of mass to ∆ elides possible effects of the finite

AdS curvature scale. For now, we will simply show that the naive bound (4.1) is actually

satisfied in full Lattice WGC form for the special case of AdS5× S5 (up to a caveat about a

small number of lattice sites associated with a free field).
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4.1 N = 4 theories

Consider an N = 4 gauge theory with gauge group G.23 In this case, all the global symmetries

are contained within the SU(4)R symmetry. For each vector multiplet there are four Weyl

fermions in a fundamental of SU(4)R and six real scalars in an antisymmetric tensor of

SU(4) (which is a real representation, equivalent to the vector of SO(6)). The SU(4)R
charge eigenstates can be expressed in terms of the Cartan subalgebra:

ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4 φ14 = φ∗23 φ24 = φ∗31 φ34 = φ∗12

U(1)1
1
2 −

1
2 −

1
2

1
2 1 0 0

U(1)2 −1
2

1
2 −

1
2

1
2 0 1 0

U(1)3 −1
2 −

1
2

1
2

1
2 0 0 1

(4.6)

We have

bab = (dimG)

1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 1

 (4.7)

in this basis, where the result is independent of the gauge coupling, hence the same as in the

free theory: bab = 2
3

∑
f QfaQfb + 1

3

∑
sQsaQsb. Likewise, we have c = 1

4 dimG for the same

reason, so that

Za(Trφ2
14) =

(√
3, 0, 0

)
, Za(Trφ2

24) =
(

0,
√

3, 0
)

, Za(Trφ2
34) =

(
0, 0,
√

3
)
. (4.8)

Interestingly, the convex hull condition is satisfied by these three low-lying operators alone,

and saturated in the direction (1, 1, 1). However, there are infinitely many other charged

operators, to which we now turn our attention.

4.2 The charge lattice

It is useful to rephrase the discussion in N = 1 language. We have the chiral multiplets

Ψi = (φi4, ψi) (4.9)

with the charge table:
G U(1)X U(1)Y U(1)R

Ψ1 Adj 1 1 2/3

Ψ2 Adj −1 1 2/3

Ψ3 Adj 0 −2 2/3

(4.10)

and the superpotential:

W = TrΨ1Ψ2Ψ3 − TrΨ2Ψ1Ψ3 , (4.11)

where U(1)X = U(1)1 − U(1)2, U(1)Y = U(1)1 + U(1)2 − 2U(1)3 and U(1)R = 2
3

∑
i U(1)i.

Here we show only the Cartan of the global symmetry SU(3) × U(1)R ⊂ SU(4)R that is

manifest in the N = 1 description. The chiral ring is built from the operators:

Oi1...in ≡ Tr[Ψi1 . . .Ψin ] (n > 2) , (4.12)

23For simplicity, we assume that G is a classical Lie group.
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where Oi1...in is completely symmetric in its indices by the F-term constraints and the case

n = 1 vanishes identically for any semisimple gauge group G. (Below we will sometimes abuse

notation by conflating chiral operators and their lowest components.)

The N = 1 subalgebra described above implies that gauge-invariant operators of the form

φn1
14φ

n2
24φ

n3
34 (regardless of index structure) have vanishing anomalous dimension. Notice that

these operators cover the lattice of integer U(1)i charges for Qi > 0—apart from the points

(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 1), due to the tracelessness of the adjoint representation—and

satisfy (4.1).24 The same is true for the operators:

φn1
23φ

n2
31φ

n3
34 , φn1

31φ
n2
12φ

n3
14 , φn1

23φ
n2
24φ

n3
12 , (4.13)

(and their conjugates), as these operators are chiral (anti-chiral) with respect to other N = 1

subalgebras. Together, these operators cover the entire lattice of integer U(1)i charges—apart

from (±1, 0, 0), (0,±1, 0) and (0, 0,±1)—and all satisfy (4.1).

To get half-integer U(1)i charges, we must consider fermionic operators. For instance,

consider the chiral operator:

Oαi1...in = Tr[WαΨi1 . . .Ψin ] = Tr[ψα4 φ
n1
14φ

n2
24φ

n3
34 ] , (n > 2) . (4.14)

This can easily be seen to satisfy (4.1), since ψ4 lies in the 〈φ14, φ24, φ34〉 plane in Z-space.

Together with analogous operators for the other N = 1 subalgebras and their complex con-

jugates, this covers all the half-integer points on the charge lattice except
(
±1

2 ,±
1
2 ,±

1
2

)
.

To see that there are no gauge-invariant operators with the missing charges (±1, 0, 0),

(0,±1, 0), (0, 0,±1), or
(
±1

2 ,±
1
2 ,±

1
2

)
which also satisfy (4.1), we see that the bound requires

∆ 6
√

3 for the first three cases and ∆ 6 3
2 for the fourth. Since bosonic (fermionic)

operators have integer (half-integer) charges, the only possible operators that can satisfy

these constraints consistent with unitarity bounds are scalars for the first three cases and

j =
(

1
2 , 0
)

or j =
(
0, 1

2

)
fermions for the last. In the g2

YMN → 0 limit, these operators must

have dimensions ∆ = 1 and ∆ = 3
2 , respectively, indicating that they are built from a single

fundmental field, but no such gauge-invariant exists due to the tracelessness of the adjoint

representation.

Thus, single-trace operators satisfying the WGC-like bound (4.1) cover nearly the entire

charge lattice. The missing sites are, curiously, precisely the components of a free N = 4

multiplet. In the case where G = SU(N), these sites are restored by replacing G→ U(N); the

corresponding modes in AdS5 are pure gauge within the bulk, hence the difference between

the two cases comes down to boundary conditions [42]. Regardless of which choice we make,

the sLWGC is satisfied with coarseness at most 2.

The cases G = SO(N) or G = USp(N), dual to orientifolds of AdS5 × S5, are somewhat

different. The pure gauge mode in the bulk is removed by the orientifold projection. Instead,

24To see that (4.1) is satisfied, it is sufficient to consider the contribution of the U(1)R charge, which saturates

the bound in the absence of other charges.
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there is a further constraint on the chiral ring coming from the constraint

Ψ> = −MΨM−1 (4.15)

on the adjoint representation, where M is the identity for SO(N) and the symplectic form

for USp(N). Thus,

Tr[Ψi1 . . .Ψin ] = (−1)n Tr[MΨinM
−1MΨin−1M

−1 . . .MΨi1M
−1] = (−1)nTr[Ψi1 . . .Ψin ] ,

(4.16)

where we use the cyclic property of the trace and the F-term conditions in the second step.

Thus, Oi1...in vanishes identically for n odd. By similar reasoning Oαi1...in vanishes identically

for n even. The sLWGC is satisfied with coarseness of 2, as follows: consider any charge

Q in the SU(4)R charge lattice, where we can fix Q to have non-negative entries without

loss of generality after an SU(4)R transformation. If Q is bosonic (has integer entries) then

there is an operator of the form Oi1...i2n with charge 2Q. If Q is fermionic, then Q can be

written in the form (1
2 ,

1
2 ,

1
2) + P for P bosonic with non-negative entries. Therefore, there is

a superextremal operator of charge 2Q of the form

Õi1...i2n ≡ Tr(W 2Ψi1 . . .Ψi2n) . (4.17)

In the case n = 0 this reduces to the exactly marginal operator which controls the gauge

coupling.

There is a large landscape of well-understood supersymmetric CFTs in which the validity

of the Weak Gravity Conjecture, in both weak and strong forms, should be further explored.

For now, we take this simplest example as encouraging additional evidence that a very strong

form of the WGC is valid across a wide range of theories of quantum gravity.

5 Further Remarks on the sLWGC

5.1 The sLWGC and UV cutoffs

Any variation of the Weak Gravity Conjecture that requires the existence of an infinite family

of electrically charged particles automatically implies a cutoff on the validity of effective field

theory. In contrast to the indirect argument of [3] based on magnetic monopoles, the UV

cutoff is immediately clear from the electric WGC in its lattice form: as we send the gauge

coupling e→ 0, an entire tower of charged particles descends toward zero mass and any field

theory based on a finite number of fields breaks down. Because a charge q particle in this

tower is constrained to have mass below qeMPl, the bound on the validity of EFT is the

same as that obtained from the magnetic argument: Λ <∼ ekMPl if k is the coarseness of the

sublattice satisfying the WGC.25 This formulation of the UV cutoff bears a strong similarity

25Because at this time we have no examples where the coarseness k is parametrically large, we will drop this

factor in the remainder of the discussion. Large coarseness constitutes an interesting potential loophole that

deserves further exploration.
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to the original Swampland conjectures regarding the breakdown of EFT at long distances in

moduli space [1, 2].

A cutoff arising from a tower of fields does not necessarily imply an end to weakly-coupled

physics: for instance, at energies above the scale of a Kaluza-Klein tower, we could switch to

a local, weakly-coupled EFT description in higher dimensions. This is familiar, for instance,

from the scenario of Large Extra Dimensions [43, 44]: in a sense, these theories break down at

relatively long distances (microns to millimeters) where a tower of Kaluza-Klein gravitons is

found. However, this is a fairly innocuous breakdown of effective field theory, since we know

that experimentally such extra dimensions were perfectly consistent with data even after

Standard Model scattering at the weak scale had been probed directly. The tower of light,

weakly coupled modes has little effect on the dynamics of more strongly coupled fields until

scattering processes reach sufficiently large energies. This larger energy scale is the higher-

dimensional Planck scale, which determines the energy at which generic scattering processes

are expected to form (higher-dimensional) black holes and short distance physics gives way

to Asymptotic Darkness [45–47].

The Lattice WGC implies that any weakly-coupled gauge theory behaves roughly like

an extra dimension, in the sense that it lowers the fundamental scale Λ∗ at which gravity

becomes strong (and all scattering processes become strongly coupled).26 The reason is the

familiar species bound [48–52], which states that the strong gravity scale is parametrically

below the Planck scale in theories with a large number of species Ndof(Λ∗) that are light

compared to Λ∗. In a theory of D large dimensions,

ΛD−2
∗

<∼
MD−2

Pl

Ndof(Λ∗)
. (5.1)

If the degrees of freedom that we are counting correspond to Kaluza-Klein modes, this

gives the familiar matching between the lower-dimensional Planck scale MPl and the higher-

dimensional one Λ∗. But it is more general. One appealing argument for (5.1) is that a black

hole of radius Λ−1
∗ will evaporate extremely rapidly by Hawking radiation due to the many

species to which it can decay, and vanish in a time shorter than its light-crossing time if the

bound is violated (see §3.1 of [52]). This shows that the bound is necessary in order for the

whole notion of semiclassical GR at the distance scale Λ−1
∗ to be coherent.

Let us combine the species bound (5.1) with the Lattice WGC, which tells us that in a

U(1) gauge theory with coupling constant e we have a number of charged particles

Ndof(Λ∗) >∼
Λ∗

eM
(D−2)/2
Pl

. (5.2)

26One definition of Λ∗ is the smallest radius for which we can talk about a black hole. It is not necessarily

the center-of-mass energy at which generic scattering processes produce black holes and Asymptotic Darkness

sets in, since semiclassical D-dimensional black holes have energy at least MD−2
D /ΛD−3

∗ . (However, there may

more generally be states analogous to higher-dimensional black holes near the scale Λ∗.) MR thanks Emil

Martinec for pointing out that the phrasing in the first preprint version of this paper was flawed.
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Combining the two inequalities we learn that

Λ∗ <∼ e
1/(D−1)M

3(D−2)/(2(D−1))
Pl . (5.3)

In the four-dimensional case this is simply Λ∗ <∼ e
1/3MPl. Such a relationship is in principle

empirically falsifiable. Because we know that strong gravitational scattering has not yet set

in at LHC energies of around 1 TeV, the Lattice WGC together with the species bound

imply that we will never observe a gauge theory with coupling e <∼ (1 TeV/MPl)
3 ∼ 10−45.

Testing such tiny couplings is not possible in the foreseeable future, but we can draw other

conclusions. For instance, equivalence principle tests tell us that any massless B − L gauge

boson must have a coupling eB−L <∼ 10−24 [53, 54]. From this we conclude that if a future

experiment detected a long range B − L force, the fundamental cutoff scale of gravity in our

universe would necessarily be Λ∗ <∼ 1010 GeV. Such a low fundamental cutoff would have

many implications, for instance for models of unification, neutrino masses, supersymmetry

breaking, and inflation. In particular, the energy density Vinf during inflation would be

below this scale, implying an infinitesimal tensor-to-scalar ratio r ∝ Vinf that would never

be measured. Thus the discovery of both a B − L gauge boson in fifth force searches and

primordial tensor modes in the CMB would falsify the Lattice WGC. (We have set aside for

the moment the question of whether the WGC forbids super-Planckian field ranges and hence

detectable tensors; inflation with a field range near MPl, rather than much larger, is likely

compatible with the WGC with modest tuning in any case.)

Just as with extra dimensions, if there are multiple weakly-coupled gauge groups with

small couplings, the constraints on the scale of strong gravity can become stronger. For

nonabelian groups it is the Cartan generators that matter for counting charges in lattice

versions of the WGC, so SU(2) will lead to the same bound as a single U(1) but larger SU(N)

groups are more highly constrained.27 For an SU(N) gauge group with coupling g in four

dimensions, the bound is

Λ∗ <∼ g
(N−1)/(N+1)MPl. (5.4)

In the large N limit strong gravity sets in immediately at the scale where the tower of charged

modes begins. For moderate values of N there is an interesting potential point of contact with

current and near-future cosmological observations. Dark matter coupled to nonabelian dark

radiation can damp the matter power spectrum in a specific way [55–57] that has been argued

to improve fits to observation by 3σ [56]. The detectable effect occurs for small couplings

g ∼ 2 × 10−4. For the case of N >∼ 4, such a small coupling in (5.4) leads to nontrivial

bounds on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, e.g. r <∼ 0.01 for N ≥ 5. There is no obvious direct

27This is a conservative upper bound on the cutoff which we believe can be improved. In the present analysis,

we have not accounted for the fact that the charged states must come in complete representations of the non-

Abelian gauge group G with equal masses for each component. The consequences of this requirement depend

somewhat on further assumptions about the spectrum. If we impose the slightly stronger requirement that

there is a superextremal particle in every representation of G (or an appropriate sub-lattice variant of this)

then we find, e.g., Λ∗ . g1/2MPl for G = SU(2). We discuss these points in more detail in a forthcoming

paper.
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test of the value of N , and N = 2 or N = 3 would be compatible with both the existence of

weakly-coupled dark radiation at a detectable level and a sizable tensor-to-scalar ratio, so this

does not quite constitute a sharp empirical test of the Lattice WGC. But it is tantalizingly

close to one, and suggests that further scrutiny of the Lattice WGC may lead to interesting

phenomenological tests.

5.2 A comment on Higgsing

It has been pointed out that the LWGC is not robust under Higgsing the gauge group, which

produces smaller couplings in the surviving infrared gauge group than were present in the

ultraviolet [58]. It turns out that the sLWGC is also not robust under Higgsing. This suggests

two possible viewpoints. One is that the WGC (in any of its forms) is a statement about

ultraviolet physics that requires knowledge of the full un-Higgsed charge lattice, and cannot

constrain effective field theories [58]. Such a view, if correct, invalidates the argument we have

made about a fundamental cutoff based on measured gauge couplings. The second possibility

is that the WGC applies to a theory in any of its infrared phases, in which case we should

seek a still more robust statement about UV physics to guarantee this. In this case, our

arguments would apply. One point in favor of this latter viewpoint is that the distinction

between a Higgsed gauge group and a massive stringy U(1) is not completely sharp, so the

meaning of the “full charge lattice” is ambiguous, whereas the gauge group in the infrared is

well-defined; this is simply a reflection of the widely accepted belief that quantum gravities

are not field theories, hence there is no UV notion of the gauge group.

This distinction could be very important: for example, the extra-dimensional version of

the “clockwork axion” model [59] involves a sequence of N Higgs fields used to produce an

effective gauge coupling that is exponentially suppressed (and, ultimately, field range that

is exponentially large) in N .28 If the sLWGC indeed constrains IR physics, any such theory

necessarily comes with an exponentially low cutoff scale; if the sLWGC constrains only the UV

theory before Higgsing, the constraint is very mild. The question this raises is whether, for a

polynomial cost in the UV cutoff or the number of light fields, one can obtain gauge couplings

that are exponentially small or merely polynomially small. In the latter (“UV-only”) view of

the WGC, quantum gravity puts up very little resistance to attempts to produce approximate

continuous global symmetries.

If the viewpoint of [58] is correct, then there should be examples of quantum gravities

which satisfy the WGC in some UV description but which fail to satisfy it after Higgsing.

What we can say for now is that the modular invariance argument applies equally well on

Higgs branches, depending only on the conserved currents of the worldsheet theory (which are

the surviving massless gauge bosons in spacetime). As a cross-check, we have found by explicit

computation that the sLWGC is satisfied for small VEVs on the Higgs branch of a T 4/Z3

orbifold of the heterotic string with SU(9) gauge group. Our expectation is that consistent

quantum gravities always conspire to satisfy the WGC in the infrared, but fully addressing

28The idea of realizing a Z/(3N ) symmetry with N scalar fields coupled as φ†iφ
3
i+1 appeared already in [51].
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this UV-versus-IR interpretational question about the nature of the WGC is probably the

most urgent task ahead for phenomenological applications.

5.3 The sLWGC and stable particles

Thus far, we have allowed unstable resonances to satisfy the sLWGC. This presents an ambi-

guity in the definition of some forms of the WGC, since the mass of a resonance, specified by

the location of a pole in the complex-energy plane of the S-matrix, is a complex quantity. For

a weakly coupled theory, where the decay width is small, this ambiguity is relatively benign.

For a strongly coupled theory, it is a serious issue and requires a revised statement of the

sLWGC in terms of stable states.

As stated, the sLWGC implies a sharp statement regarding stable states: for any spot

~q in the sublattice Γext ⊆ Γ of states satisfying the sLWGC, there must exist a (possibly

multiparticle) superextremal state. Once again, note that we are referring to the mass of a

multiparticle state as the sum of the masses of the individual particles, which is a valid measure

of the energy carried away by the state as long as interactions between the particles die off

at infinity. If one wishes to exclude resonances from the discussion entirely, the existence of a

finite-coarseness sublattice Γext ⊆ Γ of superextremal (possibly multiparticle) states can even

be taken as the definition of the sLWGC.29

Resonances necessarily play an important role in the sLWGC, however, since KK modes

of superextremal multiparticle states are generically not superextremal, whereas KK modes

of superextremal resonances are [11]. Indeed, KK modes of unstable resonances can even be

stable particles. For the sLWGC to be consistent under KK reduction on a circle, resonances

are generically required.

5.4 Possible sLWGC variants

It is interesting to speculate about possible variants of the Weak Gravity Conjecture in addi-

tion to the sLWGC. In the examples discussed here that violate the LWGC, we note that the

charge sites without a superextremal particle are rather sparse. Indeed, these sites always lie

in a proper sublattice of the charge lattice. This implies that the charges of superextremal

particles generate the entire charge lattice. This latter statement is known to be true for

M-theory compactifications on smooth Calabi-Yau three-folds: the integral Hodge conjec-

ture, proven by Voisin for Calabi-Yau three-folds [60], shows that holomorphic curve classes

generate the full homology lattice H2. Equivalently, BPS states of M2-branes wrapped on

holomorphic curves generate the entire electric charge lattice.

Several toroidal orbifold constructions näıvely violate these conjectures, but they involve

subtleties making them unconvincing counterexamples. Consider first type II string theory

29This reframing is not necessary in the special case where the extremality bound is a BPS bound, as there

cannot be any superextremal resonances.
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on T 7/Z2 × Z2 with generators30

θ : e1 → −e1 +
1

2
, e2,3,4 → −e2,3,4 , ω : e1,2,5,6 → −e1,2,5,6, e3,7 → e3,7 +

1

2
, (5.5)

which defines a gravitational theory in three dimensional Minkowski space. Strictly speaking,

black holes do not exist in this theory, in part because adding energy to the vacuum leads

to a deficit angle at infinity: since the deficit angle cannot exceed 2π, masses cannot be

parametrically super-Planckian. Nonetheless, we naively apply the Weak Gravity Conjecture

if we normalize the extremality bound using the large charge asymptotics of the tree-level

string theory spectrum. Doing so, we find a violation to the aforementioned WGC variants.

In the ω-twisted sector, there are no fixed points, and all states have half-integral winding

number around the e3 direction. In the ωθ-twisted sector, all states have half-integral winding

number around the e1 direction. Thus, all states of half-integral winding charge around e7 are

subextremal, and superextremal states do not generate the full charge lattice. By considering

M-theory on the same orbifold, we find the same results for a 4d theory with eight supercharges

involving strings rather than particles. However, strings in four dimensions generate a deficit

angle, much like particles in the three dimensions, and neither “counterexample” is convincing

or even necessarily addressing a well formulated conjecture.

For a possible counterexample to these conjectures involving particles in four dimensions,

consider heterotic string theory on the same T 6/Z2 × Z2 orbifold,

θ : e1 → −e1 +
1

2
, e2,3,4 → −e2,3,4 , ω : e1,2,5,6 → −e1,2,5,6, e3 → e3 +

1

2
. (5.6)

The set of superextremal states in this orbifold construction depends on the radii of the T 6.

In the ω-twisted sector, there are no fixed points, and all states have half-integral winding

number around the e3 direction. In the ωθ-twisted sector, all states have half-integral winding

around the e1 direction. If the radii of these two circles are fixed at R2
1, R

2
3 > 12α′ then all

the states in these subsectors are subextremal, and superextremal states will not generate the

charge lattice. However, since this theory has only four real supercharges, the radions will

generically be stabilized by quantum corrections. It is plausible that vacua with R2
1, R

2
3 greater

than 12α′ do not exist—or that quantum corrections significantly modify the spectrum—so

this is not a clear counterexample to these variants of the conjecture either.

It would be desirable to find a more convincing counterexample to these conjectures, or

else to put them on more solid footing.

6 Conclusions

In previous work [11] we pointed out that the original Weak Gravity Conjecture is not robust

under compactification: a theory that satisfies the conjecture can give rise in the infrared

to other theories that fail it. We proposed that a stronger conjecture could be more robust,

30We thank Cumrun Vafa for pointing out this example to us.
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suggesting the Lattice Weak Gravity Conjecture as a natural generalization that passed some

preliminary checks. Here we have seen that although our original statement of the Lattice

Weak Gravity Conjecture was too strong, the Sublattice Weak Gravity Conjecture passes

many tests and follows from modular invariance in perturbative string theory (assuming that

the asymptotics of the perturbative string spectrum and of semiclassical black holes match,

which is known in many cases but we have not proven in general). This lattice form of

the conjecture is also very closely related to Swampland conjectures regarding effective field

theory on moduli spaces [1, 2]: when a gauge coupling is sent to zero, we approach a point

at infinite distance on moduli space and a tower of particles becomes light, invalidating the

EFT.

There are many concrete directions for further work that can shed light on the WGC and

its applications. A major question raised by the Sublattice Weak Gravity Conjecture is how

coarse the sublattice can be: can the original Lattice Weak Gravity Conjecture fail badly?

If the coarseness of the sLWGC-satisfying sublattice in the full charge lattice is very large,

there may be no light superextremal particles and applications to inflation will be limited.

However, in the examples that we understand, the coarseness of the sublattice is small. These

examples are limited by supersymmetry and perturbative control. Interesting possibilities are

that either there is some fundamental upper bound on the index (or possibly the coarseness)

of the sublattice or, perhaps more plausibly, that sparse sublattices might be achieved in

some nonsupersymmetric examples but at the cost of lowering the cutoff scale of the theory.

We have seen before that combinations of Weak Gravity arguments with arguments about

low cutoffs on effective field theory have the potential to be quite powerful in constraining

large-field inflation models [21], so this could be an interesting outcome. Note also that the

quotient of the full charge lattice by the sLWGC sublattice is a discrete group. It is tempting

to suspect that some other physics associated to this discrete group could help to explain why

the lightest particles at these lattice sites are subextremal.

The sLWGC, like the original LWGC, also suggests that if we go far out on the charge

lattice we should find superextremal black holes. This may at first sound like a contradic-

tion in terms, but corrections to semiclassical GR from higher-dimension operators indeed

can produce black holes that are superextremal as viewed relative to the asymptotic linear

charge-to-mass relationship [61]. If one could show that the corrections to the charge-to-mass

relationship have a definite sign, it would both prove the most mild form of the WGC and

offer further supporting evidence for the LWGC. We plan to present some results in this

direction in a future publication.

The sLWGC, if true in general quantum gravity theories, would have important impli-

cations. We have previously sketched an argument that the LWGC would rule out super-

Planckian field ranges in the simplest N -flation scenarios [21]. It is likely that many other

axion inflation theories are strongly constrained by the existence of an infinite tower of charged

particles, contributing an infinite set of instanton terms whose size is bounded by the conjec-

ture. Furthermore, we have argued that the sLWGC in general implies an ultraviolet cutoff

on the validity of effective field theory—both a mild cutoff, associated with a tower of charged
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particles, and a more severe cutoff associated with strong gravity. This can be used to put

phenomenological constraints on the existence of very weakly coupled gauge groups in our

universe (up to the caveat discussed in §5.2).

The connection between the sLWGC and modular invariance is intriguing. It suggests

that further exploration of modular invariance in higher dimensions in the AdS/CFT con-

text could lead to new insights, although the state/operator correspondence prefers sphere

compactifications to torus compactifications and so some new ideas are likely needed to make

progress.

The accumulation of new examples, and the general proof for perturbative string the-

ory that we have presented, offer further evidence for the validity of a strong version of the

Weak Gravity Conjecture. Still, a more solid argument in favor of the conjecture on com-

pletely general grounds would be welcome. Some hopes for such arguments come from black

hole physics and entropy bounds [3, 5], factorization in spacetimes with multiple asymptotic

boundaries [9], AdS/CFT [8, 33, 37], the Complexity Equals Action conjecture [62, 63], or

Cosmic Censorship [10]. We hope that the lively activity surrounding these questions will

lead to new insights on quantum gravity, cosmology, and particle physics.
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A Modular Invariance and Chemical Potential for Rotations

A weak point of our modular invariance argument for the sLWGC in §3.1 is that in a super-

symmetric theory the modular invariant partition function Z(µ, τ) has an insertion of (−1)F

and is in fact zero. This is a technical subtlety that can be remedied by computing any

other quantity that also has nice modular transformation properties, but which distinguishes

between bosons and fermions and hence is nonzero. One way to do this is to observe that

bosons and fermions transform differently under spacetime symmetries, so if we turn on an

additional chemical potential for rotations in uncompactified directions in the target space
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we can obtain a nonvanishing quantity. Our goal in this appendix is to demonstrate that

turning on such a chemical potential is possible for non-compact bosons, and gives rise to a

modular covariant partition function. In particular, because the fields are noncompact there

is a subtlety from zero modes that requires careful regulation.

Consider a theory with two free bosons, combined into a complex free boson W = X+iY .

In addition to translations, we can now turn on a chemical potential for rotations W → eiθW .

From the oscillators, we get

Zosc(µ, τ) = (qq̄)−
1
12

∞∏
j=1

1

1− tqj
1

1− t−1qj
1

1− t̄q̄j
1

1− t̄−1q̄j
, (A.1)

where t = e2πiµ, t̄ = e−2πiµ̄. However, we still need to account for the zero modes, which is

tricky because the momentum eigenstates transform non-trivially under rotations. In general,

we can Fourier transform

|k, n〉 =

∫ 2π

0
einφ|k, φ〉dφ, (A.2)

where |k, φ〉 denotes a momentum eigenstate with ~k = kk̂ in the φ direction. Thus, the zero

modes give us states of every integer charge. However, we still need to account for the density

of states. For a finite spatial volume V we have dρ ∼ V kdk
2π . The more states at a given k,

the higher the charge that can be formed by a discrete Fourier transform. Thus, the charge

is limited to |n| .
√
V k/2, hence

Z0 '
∑
n

tn
∫ ∞

2|n|/
√
V
e−πα

′τ2k2

(√
V
dk

2π

)
=
√
V
∑
n

(
tn

4π
√
α′τ2

)
erfc

(
2|n|

√
πα′τ2

V

)
. (A.3)

Notice that if we set t = 1 and take the limit V � α′τ2, we recover the usual result Z0 →
V/(4π2τ2). If we instead hold t fixed and take the limit V →∞, we get

Z0 →
∑
n

( √
V

4π
√
τ2
− |n|

π

)
tn. (A.4)

However,
∑

n t
n =

∑∞
m=−∞ δ(µ − m), so for generic µ we can ignore the first term, which

gives

Z0 = − 1

π

∞∑
n=1

n(tn + t−n) =
2

π
· 1

(1− t)(1− t−1)
=

1

2π(sinπµ)2
. (A.5)

So far, we have not distinguished between left and right and we have kept µ = µ̄. This

generalizes to

Z0 =
1

2π(sinπµ)(sinπµ̄)
, (A.6)

which will turn out to be consistent with modular invariance.

Putting together the pieces, we obtain:

Z(µ, τ) =
2

π
· |η(τ)|2

|ϑ11(µ, τ)|2
, (A.7)
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where ϑ11(µ, τ) is one of the Jacobi theta functions, with the product representation

ϑ11(µ, τ) = −2q1/8 sinπµ
∞∏
m=1

(1− qm)(1− tqm)(1− t−1qm) . (A.8)

Under modular transformations ϑ11(µ, τ + 1) = eπi/4ϑ11(µ, τ) and

ϑ11(µ/τ,−1/τ) = −i(−iτ)1/2eπiµ
2/τϑ11(µ, τ). (A.9)

Comparing with the modular transformation of η(τ), we see that Z(µ, τ) is modular covariant

with k = k̃ = −1. This is a bit pathological, because ordinarily k, k̃ would be positive by

unitarity; it seems to be a consequence of infinite volume and the need for a regulator. Notice

that Z(µ, τ) → ∞ as µ → 0 or µ̄ → 0. This is expected behavior, as Z ∝ V in the case

without a chemical potential and we need to take V → ∞ to get a continuous rotational

symmetry.

To summarize, turning on a chemical potential for spacetime rotations produces a par-

tition function transforming in a simple modular covariant way. The subtleties introduced

by noncompact fields are dealt with by regulating with finite volume. It can be checked

by explicit calculation that the supersymmetric partition function in the presence of such

chemical potentials does not vanish: as in (A.7), the Jacobi theta functions appearing in the

standard formulas become functions of the additional spacetime chemical potentials. If we

turn on generic chemical potentials, the abstruse identity no longer enforces a cancelation.

By turning on chemical potentials for both U(1) symmetries and spacetime rotations, we can

apply the modular invariance argument given in §3.1 to supersymmetric theories.
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